Alternative,
Alternative
Controllers
THE FUTURE OF FABRICATION
BY NORMAN WEINBERG

n the world of popular
music, musicians and
bands are constantly creat
ing new means of musical ex
pression. It's not JUSt a matter
of being different - it's all
about pushing the boundaries
of the creative process. The

I

term "alrernative" was once be
scowed on any music that didn't
fit into one of the then-current
mainstream musical styles (un
til it became, itself, a main
stream musical style). In the
world of electronic music, the
phrase "alternative controllers"

is used co describe instrument
PLAYING WITH
interfaces/ con trollers that
SURFACES
don't have an acoustic instru
The very first electronic drums
were simple surfaces that looked
ment counterpart.
The purpose of this article is
pretty much like actual drums
(and disco music wouldn't have
co expose you co some of the
been the same without them).
newest advances in controllers
True, chey may have been hexag
that just might change the way
you think about playing drums
onalJy shaped, or made only one
and creating music. If any of
disturbing, descending-pitch
these devices spark your creative bend com sound, but they were
impulse, dive in, do some addi still comprised of a single surface
tional research, and see if one of with a "head" chat was struck by
a stick co create sound. The first
these cools is a good match for
you and your muse.
new development of a man/ma
chine interface was Roland's Oc
Before going completely off
the deep end, however, let's take tapad, which debuted in 1987.
a look at some of the more pop Instead ofhaving a single striking
ular alternative controllers that
surface, chis multi-pad had a face
have been adopted by drum
d ivided into eight wnes. By
making multiple sounds available
mers and percussionists during
the electronic revolution .
on one surface, it was unlike any
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previous percussion controller on
the marker. In a very real sense,
this was the first alternative
percussion controller because it
didn't look, feel, or act like a
traditional drum or drum set.
The next big advance in alter
native controllers came out one
year later when a company called
KAT brought the drumKAT ro
the market. It came with ten rub
ber surfaces, a super-advanced set
of MIDI instructions, and FSR
pads rather than piezos. With the
release of the drumKAT, it was
possible to control drum, percus
sion, and synth sounds using
sticks or fingers, and even have
applied pressure affecr the way
the sounds moved through time.
This was a radical departure from
an analog drum kit. As a testa
ment to the strength of their de
signs, both of these instruments
are still available - of course with
several generations of software
improvements and updated fea
tures.
Wavedrurn

For those who wanted to play
with their hands rather than
sticks or fingers, the Korg Wave
drum set the pace. This instru
ment was the first ro take the
conga/hand-drumming interface
and use it
ro control
electronicis
HandSonic
sounds.
Roland's
a newer and more feature-rich
approach ro this particular alter
nate controller idea.

PLAYING WITH BUTTONS
Today's alternative controllers
continue ro offer the drummer
new and evolving ways ro ap
proach the music-making
process. In fact, they often
break the mold of playing on a
surface with either sticks or
hands. The move ro playing
buttons with fingers (like an ac
cordion) has been surprisingly
popular and effective.
If you haven't seen the Zen
drum stable of percussion con
trollers, you should make the
pilgrimage ro the company's

I Your perfect controller may I
just be one that you design
and build yourself
I1._______________________...I
web site. Zendrum makes three
versions of this unique alterna
tive controller: the Zendrum
ZX, the Zendrum LT, and the
new Zendrum Zap, each with a
slightly different trigger button
layout. Since you play these
controllers with your fingers,
and you can put any MIDI
note under any trigger button,
you're free ro either take the
more traditional approach to
your drumming or find an en
tirely new direction.
Some players - most notably
Kenny Aronoff - change the
customary position of their rack
toms in order ro come up with
more unique drum fills. Well,
imagine the creative ideas you

can generate when you can put
any sound in any position.
While it's easy to do this with
just about any electronic drum
kit, you won't have the large
number of available triggers
that the Zendrums offer. Hav
ing a new performance para
digm such as the Zendrum at
your fingertips takes creativity
to a much higher level.
Speaking of finger-style con
trollers, don't write off the new
wave of USB controllers that
have sprung up during the last
couple of years. The M-Audio
Trigger Finger, Korg's PadCon
trol, and the Akai MPD24 are
three killer controllers that can
be just as comfortable at home
in the project studio as they can
be on stage replacing a tradi
tional kit. If you don't think that
a finger-based pad controller can
really cook on stage, just catch
some of the YouTube videos of
David "Fingers" Haynes doing
his thing. N'uff said!

PLAYING WITH GRIDS
C-Thru Music's AXiS-64 Pro
takes the finger drummer con
cept ro yet another level. This
baby's gOt 192 buttons, pitch
bend and mod wheels, [WO ro
tary controllers, and for the kit
emulation folks, [WO pedal in
puts. Sounds like this thing was
designed and built specifically
for us drummers, doesn't it?
Well , it wasn't - not exactly.
The AXiS's bu([ons are laid
out in a "harmonic axis ," where
any adjacent key is a perfect fifth,
or a major or minor third away.
For this reason, any three adja
cent keys will result in some sort
of a triad. It's easy ro play major,
minor, augmented, or dimin
ished chords, as well as complex
arpeggio patterns. These are not
typically concepts familiar ro
drummers. But while the rest of
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the world is worried abour white
and black notes, harmonic progres
sion, and cadence formulas , we've
gOt bener ideas. With this many
bunons, we can be playing drums,
percussion, loops, pads, special ef
fects, and just abour any sound un
der these MIDI note numbers to
create some killer moods, textures,
grooves, and so on. The close prox
imity and small size of the bunons
makes the unit very agile and re
sponsive for fast panerns.
To make this system even more
versatile, The AXiS can operate in
one of three differem modes: single
(a single MIDI channel with three
instances of each note) , split (three
wnes of 64 keys each) , or layer (up
to three channels simultaneously).
If you're starring to drool over
what you might be able to do with
a comroller like this and a program
like Abelron Live, you're beginning
to get the picture. This is truly
thinking outside the box.
But what if you don't want to
think outside the box? What if you
wam to rebuild the box into a
cylinder, a Mobius strip, or even a
black hole? Then the Monome
might be your percussion
chameleon of choice. If you're in
terested in buying a Monome con
troller, you'll need to act fast. One
hundred of the company's" 128"
model units wem on sale in De
cember of 2007. They sold our in
five hours. In January of 2008, the
company pur 100 "64" units up for
sale and these sold OUt in rwo min
utes. Monome is actuaHy the brain
child of Brian Crabtree and Kelli
Cain, who design and build what
they call "adaptable, minimalist in
terfaces" - a combination of open
source hardware and software. This
idea of a piece of hardware that is
both open source and (otally recon
figurable has made quite a splash.
In addition to the 128 and 64,
Monome also makes a third model
called the "256." All three take their
names from the number of keys on
the grid. A 64 is an 8 x 8 grid, the
128 is 16 x 8, and the 256 is a mas
sive 16 x 16 grid. Each model's
backlit keypad connects directly to
your compurer. The exact function
of each key is determined emirely by
the particular application running
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on the computer; there are no
hard-wired functions on the box.
Because of this, me Monome can
serve as a controller for a son
synth, sequencer, mixing pro
gram, DAW, light board, or any
omer device.
While you're certain ly able to
do your own programming for
the machines, consumers who
buy into the Monome commu
nity share the sofnvare they
write with other users without
cost - a son of legal software
Napster. Most users create meir
patches in Max/MSP, a graphic
programming language for
music, audio, and multimedia.
Max/MSP is a very sophisti
cated program, but it's pretty
easy to download the free run
time version and work wi th
other folks' patches.
Since the Monome it totally
configurable, you can go way
beyond playing individual
so unds or samples with the but
tons. Yes, it's a finger-style inter
face , but the buttons can be
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V:ou're
not Jeust meteracting
.1.
with sounds - Vou're
:J
interacting with the software I

used for cuning beats, creating
loops on me fly, adj usting faders
or knobs, editing values, or any
thing else you might be able to
think of. You're not just inter
acting with sounds - you're in
teracting wim the software itself.
If you live in the U.K., you
might want to see if you can
get your hands on Yamaha's
Tenori-On device. It's not
avai lable in the U .S., but it
might be soon . It's a music
controller with a 16 x 16 grid
that is totally self-contained .
With its built-in sounds and
banery operation, this might
be the ultimate ponable music
making machine. At first
glance, this device might seem
like a toy. After checking out all

_
of the availab le features, it
clearly is not.
Going deeper inside the ma
chine reveals six different modes
of operation: Score, Random ,
Draw, Bounce, Push, and Solo,
which comprise 16 different lay
ers that can all be played simul
taneously. A MIDI interface
means that the panerns created
on the Tenori-On can be played
by any MIDI device or recorded
into a sequencer. If you want to
go further, you can even syn
chronize (\vo machines together.

BEYOND BUTTONS
"Tangible user interface" is the
new buzzword for musical sys
tems that require a number of
different parts manipulated by

the performer. Once you totally
Cut the bonds of playing sur
faces, pads, or buttons, you en
ter a new dimension.
You might have seen some of
the Percussa AudioCube videos
floating around the Net. The
Belgium-based Percussa offers a
unique and clever interface for
audio sonware programs. Ac
cording to Bert Schienecane,
founder and director of Percussa,
the cubes were born "out of my
frustration with going mrough
menus to actually use the hard
ware and software." Here's a
brief explanation of how these
cubes interact with each other
and how they can control sound.
Each cube uses an infrared
system to communicate with
other cubes. Cubes can operate
in one of three different modes:
Sender, Receiver, or Sensor. In
Sender mode, the cube sends
information wi relessly to other
nearby cubes . In Receiver
mode, the cube will read infor
mation from other cubes. In
Senso r mode, the cube senses
distance to another object such
as your hand or another cube.
Let's say you have one cube
connected by USB to your com
puter. Other nearby cubes will
be recognized by both an identi
fication number and by the
number of the face pointed at
the host cube. The top and bot
tom of me cube aren't used, so
each cube has four different
sides that can be programmed to
react in unique ways. For any
(\vo cubes, there are 16 possible
relationships. The company sells
(\Vo-cube sets and four-cube
sets, but there is no limit to the
number of cubes you can have
interacting with each other.
A software program called
MIDI Bridge takes this informa
tion from the cubes and turns it
into MIDI data. It's easy to pro
gram me cubes to send MIDI
note number information for
firing sounds, loops, sequences,
and so on. It's also common ro
see cubes used to send continu
ous controller information that
can affect filter, reverb levels, de
lay times, or any other aspect of

the sound ..-\.; a..~ 2dded bonus,
the cubes can i.so receive MIDI
data fro m tb: computer and
change colors ba.;ec\ on their
functio n, For example, wi th CC
14, 15, and 16 co ntrolling red,
green, and blue. ,'ou can mix
those th ree fund amental colors
to create an" oth er color.
Wh ile \1101 Bridge is the
first software designed for the
cubes, Schiettecarre says that as
the com pam' lea rns that "differ
ent people want to use the cubes
for different things, we' ll be de
veloping additional software for
the cube platform, We have all
these new ideas about how we
can use the cubes." Since MIDI
Bridge is open source, users
with Max/MSP can edit the
front panel on MIDI Bridge to
create even more functions.
Another tangible user inter
face system is the Reactable. If
you've spent some time on
YouTube searching for new elec

tronic instruments, or if you've
seen a recent Bjork performance,
you've likely encountered the
Reactable. While it's not yet on
the market, plans are in the
works to bring a consumer ver
sion of this creative new device
to the general public.
The Reactable is an extremely
complex system, but it's an en
tirely new way to work with
sounds. A video camera con
stantly monitors a multi-touch
translucent surface. The camera
and associated software recog
nize the player's fingertips and a
variery of objects that can be
moved around the surface. Each
objecr is somewhat related to
the parts of a modular synthe
sizer. As an added bonus, a pro
jector mounted under the table
also throws dyna mic images
onto the table to represent what
each of the objecrs is doing and
how it affects other objects. If
you feel up to the challenge, you

srruc(lons (Q m2-~
sensor swi(ches.
and other ki nds 0 :·
Tne Eobod,·_ -. 

note-on rrigge r. p. _
pitch bend, and rr: -"'~;':=:;lIt;...
terroucn. Alo ng \\' ::; =
with sticks or
physical objeCts. '"0.
your own bod,· cr.
control additiof.2. .

fir.g=- 

can build a Reactable of your
own. The company's web site
has the basic instructions neces
sary (Q build a simple table.
While not exacdy a tangible
user interface, JazzMuranr's
Lemur and Dexter interfaces are
built around a 12", fully multi
(Quch display. On Lemur, in
stead of finding a MIDI jack,
you'll see an Ethernet pan tnat
connects direcdy (Q your com
puter. Once connected, it com
municates with your sofrware by
either MIDI or OpenSound
Control (OSC). Instead of inter
acting with physical materials, all
of Lemur's controls are virtual.
Lemur doesn't have any
physical objects on the box such
as pads, faders , knobs, or keys.
In place of these, Lemur lets
you create your own vinual ob
jects right on the [Quch screen.
Objects can be but[Qns, faders ,
LEDs, knobs, pads, multi-balls,
multi-sliders, switches, text, and
more. Each objeer can send or

receive a number of different
MIDI or OSC messages [Q and
from different applications. In
addition, each of these objects
can be cus[Qmized in terms of
their size, color, and brighrness.
Since you add tne features you
want, as well as design the ac
tuallayout of how a particular
object appears on the screen,
Lemur functions exacdy the
way you want it [Q.

MORE INFORMATION
AKAI akaipro.com
ALTERNATE MODE alternatemode.com
C-THRU MUSIC c-thru-music.com
EOWAVE eowave.com
INFUSION SYSTEMS infusionsystems.com/catalog/index.php
JAZZMUTANT jazzmutanlcom
KORG korg.com
M-AUDIO m-audio.com
MAX/MSP cycling74.com
PERCUSSA percusss.com
REACTABLE reactable.iua.upf.edu
ROLAND rolandus.com
YAMAHA TENOR I-ON giobal.yamahs.com/design/tenori-on
ZENDRUM zendrum.com
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more wa'·· :o . .
witn your art . r
the only game in ov.
is another sensor S\--s:=
by Infusion S\"Ster...5. -:-
troller is called the Di;':=..
and is capable of t:l' - _
32 senso rs in[Q \ 11 0 : -:..-.. 
Tne next step in co ntrollers is
Digitizer can crea-e :: :=
almost no co ntroller at all. Hu messages, pitcn bene. 
man/machine interaction is
sure, control cnange. =.
easiest with the fewest possible
change, or afren ou.:~-. =--=-=:::::o.
Infusion sells a wi .::~
steps berween action and result.
For this reason, your perfect
of sensors (near I:- ='0 :.:....
contro ller may just be one that
to JUSt about an\l hi p.~ .
ature, humidity, li g ~(. ,
you design and build yourself.
The French company,
magnetism, and e'·en 
Eowave, produces the Eobody2 senses by "triple-axis ~~
magnetic field intensi,,·
USB SensorBox. This box al
lows you [Q connect up to eight tain the pitcn , yaw. ar. •.
any objecr. Chec k 0 : . '-
of the company's senso rs di
pany's web site (Q see so;-
rectly [Q your computer. If you
need more than eight sensors at demo videos of how . .~
can be used [Q cont ro l·
a time, you can add additional
Sensor Box systems [Q your
a number of ways.
computer until you use up all
WHAT'S NEXT?
yo ur USB inputs . If you want
[Q bypass the computer and use fu you can see in (n is O'·C'
the world of al(erna (i'·e;: 
sensors [Q directly play hard
ware MIDI devices , Eowave
trollers is constantl;· e'·o. ._
makes an 8M model of the Sen Ie's no lo nger necessar; ; 0 -:-
proach drumming in (he .
sorBox that contains a MIDI
old way. You might fln . - .
output rignt on the case.
some of these tools are ar>:.-a.::
So, wnat types of sensors can
tive [Q yo u . You mignt also 
be used with the Sensor Box?
Here are just a few: rwo-direc
cide that you're more at ho
tion accelerometer, distance sen hitting real skins with re
sticks. But, if you're loo. ·i~
sors, motion sensor, Aexion
sensor that can be integrated
a new way [Q move yo ur ..
into a glove, footswitch, joy
ing into tne future , gi ve
stick, light sensors, pressure sen of these devices yo u r serio
sors, shock sensors, temperature consideration. You will not
sensors, breath senso rs, pressure disappointed. 
ribbon sensors, and many more. SPECIAL THANKS TO JACK STER BrS
If these aren't quite enough for
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